In this issue of the Newsletter we review a Technical Inspection Report.
Often, Insurers are presented with claims for malfunctioning equipment. It is crucial to
determine the root cause of the fault in order for the Loss Adjuster to assess the claim.
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TECHNICAL INSPECTION REPORTING
TING
Australia generally has a very warm climate,
as such, most businesses have industrial air
conditioning (AC) systems which operate for many
hours a day, in some cases 24 hours a day. So it is
not uncommon for these large industrial AC sytems
to malfunction under the constant load. When
they fail, it can be a costly exercise to replace them,
therefore business owners often seek to claim the
costs from their Insurer. On many occasions the
Insured contacts their AC supplier immediately, at
which point the technician attends and promptly
informs the Insured that the faulty unit they have,
can not be repaired and will require replacement. It
is generally at this point that the supplier provides
a quote to replace the entire AC system, sighting
“fusion”, “Burn-out” or similar as the cause of the
fault. For the Adjuster to accurately and fairly
assess the claim, they require a detailed Technical
Inspection Report which details the purported
fault and identifies its root cause. This information
enables the Adjuster to determine if the repair and/
or replacement of the equipment is covered under
the policy, in order to provide the Insurer with
professional advice on the most appropriate way to
progress the claim. ADR provides detailed Technical
Inspection Reports on all types of electronic,
electrical, electromechanical and mechanical
equipment, enabling the Adjuster to assess the
claim accurately and confidently. When reporting
on equipment faults, ADR’s Technicians seek to
define the fault in one of the following 4 categories
of possible causes for equipment malfunction that

an Adjuster mayy consider when
assessing a claim:
1. Misadventure
2. Breakdown
3. Wear & Tear
4. Maintenance
e
Some of thesee may be considered as an
Insurable Event under some policies whilst others
are not.
Using the AC motor as an example, a claim for
“motor burn-out” or “fusion” may be cited as the
cause. Usually this simply means that the motor
won’t run, or spin. There are a number of possible
reasons for this, examples of a reason from each
category are:
Fusion - coils inside the motor that have fused;
Breakdown - failure of power supply;
Maintenance - bearings that have seized due to
lack of lubrication;
Wear & tear - brushes in a motor wear out and
would expect to be replaced periodically, or after a
given number of operating hours.
In many cases the Technical Report identifies
issues which can be resolved by expert repairs
or Restoration (performed by ADR’s qualified
Technicians) rather than costly replacement of
the equipment. This is of particular interest to
the Insured if the claim is rejected by the Insurer
because the fault is not covered under their
particular policy.

EQUIPMENT FAULT CAUSATION
In the context of insurance claims,
there are 4 definable reasons for
equipment to malfunction. It is
important to understand the
diﬀerence between each.
1. Misadventure - Equipment
that has experienced damage due
to one of the following causes:
accidents, misuse/abuse, electrical
mains anomalies, lightning strike
or poor repair techniques.
2. Breakdown - The sudden,
acute failure of component(s) in
a system, where the component
is not typically expected to fail
under the circumstances.
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3. Wear & Tear - Failure of
components that have a
practically finite service life.
4. Maintenance - Failure of
components or sub-systems
due to lack of periodic service or
regular up-keep.
These distinctions are an integral
component to any “root cause”
analysis provided by ADR, without
them the Adjuster/Insurer can not
accurately assess the claim. For
more information on Technical
Inspection Reports, please contact
our oﬃce and speak to our friendly
team on 1300 853 920.

COMIC RECOVERY
“No Ma’am, we can’t
determine the root cause
of your husbands failure to
finish the renovations at
your home.”
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Send your feedback, questions, articles, comments, or testimonials, etc. to us by email: adr@ausdr.com.au
or join the conversation on our social media pages.
No names will be published with reader submissions unless specifically requested otherwise.

